The New

STAYPUT™SPIN CUT TOOL
NOW AVAILABLE
NEW PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Stayput™ Spin Cut Tool is designed to spin and cut holes in fabric. There are 5 sizes available
(see the table below). The Tools are sold with a nylon (HDPE) cutting board and are available
individually or as a set. Three of the Spin Cut Tools available are matched to the holes required by
the Stayput™ Press Clip, Stayput™ Shock Cord Loops, Stayput™ Marquee Hooks, Stayput™
Rope Track Slides and # 4 eyelets.
4mm
5mm
6mm (1/4")
9.5mm (3/8")
11mm (7/16")

Suits metal press studs
Suits Stayput™ Press Clip,
Suits Stayput™ Shock Cord Loops, Marquee Hooks and Rope Track Slides
Suits #4 eyelets
Suits #6 eyelets

WHY WAS IT DESIGNED?
The Stayput™ Spin Cut Tool was developed as a low impact means of making a hole in fabric.
There is no need to have 3 hands to try and hold a block of wood, your hole punch and hammer to
make a hole, and it can be safely used against a boat cabin or car body without the risk of causing
damage. It also cuts nicely through tough fabrics like webbing.

HOW DOES IT WORK AND WHERE CAN IT BE USED?
The tool is simply attached to your battery drill. While holding the nylon cutting board behind the
fabric, gently push the tool against the fabric to 'spin cut' your hole. Making a hole in fabric,
particularly while working in the field is now an easy one person job making it ideal for mobile
fabric workers, particularly on those occasions where it is better to complete the job without the
need to remove it.

KEY QUALITIES/BENEFITS
l

Quick and Easy for one person to use

l

Low Impact

l

Ideal for use on site
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Stayput™ for a secure and corrosion free
fastening solution.

